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certified safety industries has been the premier supplier of security and fire protection equipment for over 25 years. the company has
provided guard services for banks and financial institutions, corporate clients, and well-known retailers. liberty safe company has been
the heavy-duty home safe industry leader for over 100 years and is america's #1 producer of heavy duty gun safes, home safes, fire

safes and commercial safes. liberty safe is america's #1 producer of heavy duty gun safes, home safes, fire safes and commercial safes!
join the more than two million homeowners who have found the peace of mind that comes from owning a liberty safe. when buying a
safe, people shop at liberty because of the quality, reliability and service received. just read the more than 15,000 reviews online and

you'll see why our home and gun safe brand has a 98% customer satisfaction rating. there is nothing like owning a liberty safe with value
and features at a great price. if you have been in the market to buy a strong security vault you have come to the right place. liberty safe

is america's #1 producer of heavy duty gun safes, home safes, fire safes and commercial safes! join the more than two million
homeowners who have found the peace of mind that comes from owning a liberty safe. when buying a safe, people shop at liberty

because of the quality, reliability and service received. just read the more than 15,000 reviews online and you'll see why our home and
gun safe brand has a 98% customer satisfaction rating. there is nothing like owning a liberty safe with value and features at a great price.

if you have been in the market to buy a strong security vault you have come to the right place.
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a service technician is an
electrical engineer who

specializes in the design,
installation, and maintenance

of electric power and
communication systems. their
job is to diagnose and repair
electrical problems with any
part of a building or home.
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safety and security has never
been a more important factor

in choosing the right home safe
for your family. liberty gun

safes, with the #1 rated
lifetime warranty have a

proven track record of offering
the best gun and home

security around. a security
manager is a person in charge
of a security organization such
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as a fire department, police
department, prison, or military
unit that has responsibility for

the safety of the people
working in or visiting the

building. with a gun safe from
liberty, you can rest assured

knowing your personal
protection is being taken care

of. liberty gun safes are
available in a wide variety of
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sizes and styles so you can find
the perfect safe for your

firearm collection. we believe
that buying a liberty gun safe
is a once-in-a-lifetime choice.
that's why our home, fire and

commercial gun safes are
designed to offer you the most
in security and privacy. they're
fire rated, giving you anywhere
from 30 minutes to 2.5 hours
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of fire protection so you can
keep your documents and

precious heirlooms secure. not
only that: our home and gun

safes are equipped with
technologically advanced
security to stop potential

burglars in their tracks. order a
liberty safe and rest assured

knowing you've purchased one
of the top-rated security safes
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on the market. we'd never sell
a safe that we wouldn't use

ourselves, so we test the
security of our gun safes

before selling them to you.
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